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1. The purpose of this note is to construct a class of positive and

invertible isometries of Li(0, 1) which give a counterexample in

ergodic theory. Specifically, we construct a class such that for each

isometry T of the class the limit lim„^M(l/«) ]Cs=o Tkf fails to exist

almost everywhere, for some fEL\. The proof is divided into two

lemmas. The first gives that lim infn-.»(l/«) £"Zo Thf=0 a.e. The

second lemma gives lim supn^M(l/«) X^"=o Tkf = + oo a.e. The second

lemma also gives an example of a measurable point transformation

having no c-finite equivalent invariant measure. This example is con-

siderably simpler than that of [S]. The proof can be modified so that

if 5>0 the transformations Tof Li(0, 1) which are constructed satisfy

also the condition that [|7]|»^l+8.

The author wishes to thank S. Kakutani and A. and C. Ionescu

Tulcea for bringing this problem to his attention.

2. We give first some definitions and introduce our notation.

Definition 1. Let A and B be measurable sets of the real line of

positive and finite measure. The regular map R of Li(A) onto L\(B)

is the linear extension of the map

m(A)
R*a, = —— à,

m(B)

where

Ax = (- », s) C\ A,        Bx, = (- a», x') C\ B,

m(Bx')      m(Ax)

m(B)        m(A)

and where 4>ax, $bx, are the characteristic functions of Ax and Bx>,

respectively.

It follows that R is a positive and invertible isometry of Li(A)

onto Li(B) and that there is an invertible point transformation r

defined almost everywhere mapping B "linearly" onto A such that

R is the adjoint of the transformation from LX(B) onto LX(A) in-

duced by t.
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Definition 2. A partition of the unit interval is a finite collection

{Jk, k — l, • ■ • , N} of pairwise disjoint (except for sets of measure

zero) sets whose union is the unit interval.

Definition 3. Let [Jk, k = l, • • • , N\ be a partition of the unit

interval. The regular map T associated with the partition is the linear

operator which is the direct sum of the regular maps of Li(Jk) onto

Li(Jk+i),   k=l, ■ ■ • ,   N—2,   so   that   T  maps   Li(\JkZi Jk)   onto

¿idfe1 /.).
Note that T is a positive and invertible isometry.

3. The construction used in the proof has points of contact with

the Kakutani "skyscraper" construction as well as with the methods

used in [3] and [5]. The proof is based on the following two lemmas.

In fact, as remarked in the introduction, Lemma 2 yields an ex-

ample of the sort given in [S]. To see this, let r be the point trans-

formation associated with T and let r(x) be the Radon-Nikodym

derivative of an invariant measure equivalent to Lebesgue measure.

The invariance of the measure implies that we may take pk = r, & 2:0

in the theorem of [2] to obtain that limn<w(l/») E"-o Tkf exists a.e.

contradicting the fact that the limit superior is infinite.

Lemma 1. Let {Jk, k — 1, • • • , N) be a partition of the unit interval

and let T be its associated regular map. If /GLi(U^J"21 Jk), «>0 and

K>0, then there exists a partition \Jk, k = l, ■ • • , M\ such that its

associated regular map T is an extension of T, and an n>K such that

f+Tf+ ■ ■ ■ + f»-y

on a set of measure greater than (1 — e).

Proof. We define {jk} by setting Jk = Jk,k = l,---, N—Í, and

Jk, k = N, - - ■ , M so that

(i) Jk, k = N, • • • , M are pairwise disjoint and Jn^^í^i Jk,

(ii) m(ULiA)2:(l_-e/2).
It follows that {Jk, k = l, ■ ■ • , M\ is a partition of the unit

interval and that its associated regular map T is an extension of T.

Further, for M-N^N-2+j,

N-l+j N-\

(i.i) E ?7= Ei*/

almost everywhere on A=\Jk-l Jk. Since ||f||=l it follows that

ipA- Ei^o1 fkfELi(A), and thus there exists a constant H with the

property that
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N-l

£2*/
*=0

< H

almost everywhere on a subset B of A of measure (1 — e). If M—N

l±N-2 + max(K, H/e) then it follows from (1.1) that

1   n-l

-£fy
«   i-0

â — á  €

almost everywhere on B lor n= [max(ii, H/t)\-\-N.

Lemma 2. Let {Jk, k = 1, • • -, A7} &e a partition of the unit interval,

and let T be its associated regular map. Let e>0, K>0, and B>0 be

positive constants and f a non-negative function in Li(\Jk~i Jk). Then

there exist integers mi^K, m2^K and a partition \Jk,k = \, ■ • • , M\

such that its associated regular map is an extension of T and such that

sup.
fn-lf

> B

on a set of measure greater than (1 — e).

Proof. We first prove that we may assume without loss of gen-

erality

(0 f=H>jwlorb->Qand\^koúN-\-K,

(ii) »flJtf/Ofci-«^,
(iii) m(JN-\) <maxiSiSAr_2 m(Jk).

SincefELi(Ui^l Jk) there exists a set AkoEJk0, l^koSN—l such

that/ èS^, for 5 >0. We then formthe partition {/*', k =1, • • ■ ,2N)

obtained by setting

Jkç  —   Ako,

T-*Ako = fk,-j,       j = 1,

T'Ako = Jk0+j,       j = 1,

Jn — Ji — Ji,

Jn+j — T'Jn,

, ka — 1,

, N - 1 - ko,

,N-2,

and letting J2n-i and J2n be two disjoint sets such that J2n-i + J2n

= Jn and such that m(J2n)^e/2. The associated regular map V is

clearly an extension of T. Since V (and T) are positive we may take

We suppose in what follows that f=^Jiv lor some 6>0 for the

given partition {jk, k=l, ■ ■ ■ , N}, and that m(\J^i /*)ll-e/2.
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Since TN~ko~1f is constant on Jn-i and zero on its complement,

there exists 5i>0 such that Pr~*ll-1/= M'.'jm- Let kx be the least

integer such that

m(Jkl) =    max   m(Jk),
l£t<N-2

and let [A,, j=l, ■ ■ ■ , jo} be pairwise disjoint subsets of Jkl such

that, with y = (l/2B)8im(JN-i),

(i)   £ mUi) = (i - f) m(Jk¿>

(2.1)

(ii) m(Aj) =        7       ,        lájúj».
0 + !)#

That {^4*} can be chosen to satisfy (2.1) follows easily since

Y —-—= + »•,tí o* +i)#
We define a partition {j\, k—l, • • • , (j0 + l)(N—l) + l] as follows:

Define

Bo = c( .U t-waA r\ Ji,

Bj=T-k^Ah       j=i, •••,/«,

and set

7*1 - r*_15o, k = 1, • ■ ■ , N - 1,

J¡ = r*_JV5i, % = N, • • • , 2N - 2,

A - t^^+X, ¿ = io(iV - 1) + 1, • • • , (jo + D(N - 1),

J<íiH)or-i)+i ~ Jx-

It follows that the regular map T' of \J\\ is an extension of J", and

that

(2.2) *****  ^ IB
N- 1 + » ~

almost everywhere on J]f+„-i, n = l, • • • ,jo(N—l). Equation (2.2)

implies that

sup.      (i/«)rn-1/= B
KSnS(,yfi)(iV-l)
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almost everywhere on C1 = Ui£],1)i_1']J\- The measure of C1 is, by

construction, (1— e/2) of the measure of Uk=iJk.

In applying Lemma 2 to the invariant measure problem we may

assume at the outset that/>ô and we may therefore obtain a further

simplification by omitting the proof of (i), (ii) and (iii).

We state the theorem as follows:

Theorem. If ax, a2, are positive constants, then there exists an in-

vertible positive isometry TofLi(0, 1) and a positive function fELii\LM

such that 11/11 l^ai, 11/11« á 02 and such that

I     B-l

lim. inf. — 2 Tkf = 0
n-»»       n  ¡fc=o

and

lim. sup. — 2 Thf = oo
»->»      n k=o

almost everywhere.

Proof. The theorem follows at once by successive applications of

Lemmas 1 and 2 to any initial partition of the unit interval (e—>0)

and to any function satisfying the norm conditions of the theorem.
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